The present paper examines the relative contribution of initiaJ and finaJ fragments of spoken words to lexicaJ retrieval. An experiment is reported in which each stimulus is either an initial or final fragment, and contains just enough in formation to distinguish the intended word uniquely from all other wordsin the lexicon. InitiaJ fragments give a probability of correct retrieval of 0.89, finaJ fragmentsof 0.61. These vaJues are essentially the same when the subjects have already been presented with the complementary fragments of the same words but then failed to retrieve them. When they did, earlier in the session, retrieve the words from the complementary fragments, the probability of correct retrieval increases to 0.99 for initia! and 0.92 for final fragments. Response latencies are generally shorter for initiaJ than for fmaJ fragments. For initial fragments response latencies are the same whether the word is retrieved for the first or for the second time, and thus, in this case, do not correlate with the probability of correct retrieval. The main findings of this experiment support a model of lexical access basedon firstorder context~ensitive coding of speech with a weighting of sensory in formation according to its position in the word. Such a model is exemplified by Marcus (1980) . It is further concluded that the decision process in word retrieval is monitored in a more complex way than can be accounted for by a threshold-type model of the kind proposed by Morton ( 1969) . FinaJly, some predictions are made with respect to the distri bution of information over lexica! items in the languages of the world.
lmagine that one has to discriminate between two sequences of symbols, AB and CD. The difference between these two objects is, of course, redundantly coded. Such redundancy is advantageous in a noisy communication situation: if one misses the second symbol, discrimination can be based on the first and vice versa. lf the first and second symbol are equally Iikely to be destroyed by noise, the optimal strategy would be to pay equal attention to both symbol positions. Conversely, if we fmd that subjects, confronted with this task, pay more attention to one of the symbols than to the other, it is reasonable to assume that they have good reasons for doing so. Such a deviation from what at first sight would seem to be · an optirnal strategy may give interesting hints about the perceptnat strategies brought to bear on the task at hand. In this paper we are not concemed with discrimination between simpte sequences of 0095-4470/81/040407 + 18$02.00/0 C> 1981 Academie Press lnc. (London) Ltd.
symbols, but with perception of spoken words. Recently an increasing amount of attention has been given to words as primary units in the perception of speech, both in experimenting and in theorizing (Browman, 1978; Cohen, 1980; Cole & Jakimik, 1978; Goldstein, 1978; Klatt, 1979; Marcus, 1980; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) . We wil1 examine some properties of a few current roodels of word recognition, confronting these roodels with the results of a simple word perception experiment, in which we focus attention on the relative con tribution of isolated initial and fmal fragmentsof spoken words. These fragments are chosen in such a way that each of them uniquely and non-redundandy distinguishes the intended word from all other words in the lexicon. One can easily imagine an efficient perceptual strategy that would retrieve the intended words equally well from initial or from fmal fragments. There are several reasons to believe that human listeners do not behave in this way but rather more easily retrieve words from initial than from fmal fragments. Giving prior attention to word beginnings as a general strategy in retrieving lexical items might be advantageous because (1) word begirmings have to be produced frrst in speaking and·writing and reach the listener first in perception, giving them special significanee for rapid recognition, (2) in languages like English and Dutch word beginnings contain more information, are less redundant, than word endings, and (3) in many languages word beginnings are less likely to be mutilated by assimilation and coarticulation than word endings.
Superiority of word beginnings over endings was already demonstrated at the turn of the century by WilHam Chandler Bagley in the first large-scale experiment on the recognition of spoken words (Bagley, 1900) . Using an Edison Phonograph, Bagley recorded, both without and with context, a great number of words in which an initial, medial or final consonant had been deleted by deliberate mispronunciation. He played hls stimuli to listeners for recognition, and found, among other things, that deletion of word initial consonants was more disruptive than deletion of word fmal consonants. Such effects of a superiority of word beginnings as cues to lexical retrieval are not limited to the recognition of spoken words. They are found in a number of tasks all in volving retrieval of words from the lexicon. So, for example, studies of the "Tip of the Tongue" phenomenon reveal that, when in word finding a target word is substituted by a word of similar sound, the initial element of the word has a higher probability of being reported correctly than the fmal element (Brown & McNeill, 1966; Browman, 1978) . Inspeetion of a corpus of word substitutions in spontaneous errors of speech, as publisbed by Fay & Cutier (1977) also shows that target and error words more often agree in the initial phone than in the final phone. Bruner & O'Dowd (1958) showed that in visual word recognition with brief exposures reversal of the initial two letters of a word (vaiation for aviatlon) was more disruptive than reversal of the fmal two letters. Broerse & Zwaan (1966) found that their subjects, in guessing visual words from initial or final fragments, took less time with initial than with fmal fragments, reproduced more different words with initial than with fmal fragments, even when final fragments allowed more different words, and came up more easily with the intended word for initial than for fmal fragments, also when both contained nominally the sarne information. Similar results were obtained by Horowitz et al. (1968) in an experiment on reeall of visual words, prompted by word fragments. A differentlal effect of initial and final parts of wordsis also found in lexical decision (classification as wordor non-word) with visual stimuli, in an experiment by Taft & Forster (1976) who demonstrated that the classification of a stimulus as a non-word is slowed down when the initial part of a stimulus corresponds to a word (e.g. footmilge) but not when the fmal part of the stimulus corresponds to a word (e.g .. trowbreak). lt should be noted that, though in all these tasks in-volving lexical retrieval word beginnings seem to be more important than word endings, whenever medial parts of words are also taken into account, these are found to be even less important than word endings. For the normal rapid recognition of spoken words one would expect a superiority of word beginnilJgs over endings, because word beginnings come in first and are therefore least redundant, but not a superiority of word endings over medial parts of words, because word endings come in last, and are therefore most redundant. A considerable number of experimental studies directed at the real time nature of the recognition of spoken words, looking at the detectability of mispronunciations, fluent restorations of mispronunciations in speech shadowing, word, rhyme, and semantic category monitoring, pboneme monitoring, and lex.ical decision, all converge in supporting the relative importance of the wordonset (Cole, 1973; Cole & Jakimik, 1978; Marslen-Wilson, 1973 , 1975 , 1976 Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1975; Marslen-Wilson etal., 1978; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) . Browman (1978) presents some data on perceptual confusions of words in spontaneous speech which show that the contribution of stimulus factors to word recognition decreases from word onset to offset, as one would expect in a real time word recognition procedure.
The special role of word onsets in the recognition of spoken words is emphasized in the so-called Cohort Model of word recognition (cf. Marslen-WJlson, 1978) , first formu· lated by Marlsen-Wilson & Welsh (1978) . According to this theory word recognition is mediated by a whole array of parallel independent word recognition elements. The acoustic onset of a word activates all word recognition elements which accept this acoustic onset as part of their internat specification. Each of the activated word candidates then continues to monitor the input and is supposed to respond actively to any mismatch between the input and its own internat specification. When the input diverges more than a critical amount from the internat specificatien of the word candidate, the latter will remove itself from the cohort of candidates. As the acoustic signal develops in time more and more word candidates will remove themselves from the cohort until only one remains. At that point recognition has taken place. For many, especially polysyllabic, words this will be long before the acoustic end of the word has been heard, due to redundancy in the structure of the lexicon. An example is the English word penguin. There are thousands of words starting with /p/, but after the initial CV /pE/ has been heard correctly the number of word candidates is reduced to about a hundred. When /pEE/ has been heard some 50 of these remain. When also the /f]/ has come in there is only one word candidate left, because penguin is the only English word starting with /pEErJ/: the recognition point of penguin is immediately after /rJ/ (phonemic symbols are used in this example for the sake of convenience. lt is not implied that phonemes necessarily mediate word recognition). Syntactic and semantic information can, by precluding candidates from the cohort, shift the recognition point towards the word onset.
The Cohort Model shares with Morton's (1969) Logogen Model the numerous parallel, independent recognition elements. Morton's logogens, however, accept only positive information. In the Cohort Model positive information is only used to activate a limited number of word candidates. After this initial activatien only negative information is used. In the Cohort Model, furthermore, recognition does not, as in the Logogen Model, result from an excitation level exceeding a threshold. Instead, recognition follows automatically when only one word candidate is Ie ft in the cohort. As a corollary of this, the Cohort Model does not so easily predict word frequency effects.
The purpose of the present experiment is twofold. First of all it is intended to study the retrieval of words from fragmentary information, and exarnine the relative contribution of initial and final fragments of spoken words to retrieval. More specifically, the experiment wUI enable us to find out whether the Cohort Model, that makes some very strong predictions, can deal with word perception from fragmentary information, or whether some other model of lexical coding and lexical access from acoustic information is more suited here. The basic idea of this part of the experiment can be explained as follows. Imagine a vocabulary consisting of two items AB and CD, A and C standing for the initial parts and B and D for the final parts of spoken forms of these two words. The Cohort Model prediets that hearing A or C would be enough for the normal fast recognition of the words: the recognition points of both words follow immediately after the initial part. On the other hand the Cohort Model cannot handle the situation that only B or D is heard because the initial parts of the words, necessary to activate the word candidates in the lexicon, would be lacking: if the Cohort Model were the only possible way of recognizing words, fmal fragments would not lead to recognition at all. Testing these predictions for real spoken words from a reallexicon is the first purpose of the experiment.
A second purpose is to provide a rather strong test case for one of the basic properties of Morton's Logogen Model. In this model it is assumed that when the excitation level of a logogen (word recognition element) is raised by stimulus inforrnation, but not enough to reach the logogen's threshold, it will immediately return to normal, so that no transfer will be found from one stimulation to the next. In termsof our abstract exarnple: if one bas heard A but not recognized the word AB, this will notaffect the probability of recognizing AB from hearing B somewhat later. On the other hand, the Logogen Model also states that whenever a logogen has exceeded its threshold, its excitation level will only very slowly decrease, so that for quite a while, say up to 1 h, little is needed to let the logogen exceed its threshold for a second time. Thus, having recognized AB from hearing A, one would be very much more likely to recognize AB from hearing Ba litde later. These predictions wnt also be tested in the present experiment. Before the experiment is described a few other points have to be made. The frrst of these concerns what is meant with the term 'word' in 'word recognition'. Ultimately this is an empirical question dealing with the contents of the mental lexicon. Here we will assume that the units to be recognized are stem-morphemes rather than what are traditionally called words. Thus it is assumed that recognizing penguin, penguins, penguinlike, penguinize, etc., each time involves recognition of the Iexical item penguin. The existence of inflectional, derivational or compound forms doesnotaffect the position of Marslen-Wilson's recognition point.
Secondly it should be kept in mind that lexical access may also go via prosodie properties of the sound form, if available. It is particularly revealing that in tip-of-the-tongue data (Brown & McNeill, 1966; Browman, 1978) , in malapropisms (Fay & Cuder, 1977) and in perceptual confusions (Kozhevnikov & Chistovich, 1965; Blesser, 1969; Browman, 1978; Games & Bond, 1980 ) the number ofsyllables and placement oflexical stress is preserved in the overwhelming majority of cases.
Fay and Cu der in particular suggest that the major partitioning of the mental dictionary is by number of syllables, with stress as a second categorization. In the present experiment subjects are deprived of any accurate information on number of syllables, although not from some information on stress placement. Thus the results will have little to say on prosody as a cue to word recognition. Of course, Marslen·Wilson's Cohort Model preetudes the use of the total number of syllables as a cue to word recognition, at least for those words that are recognized before tho acoustic end has sounded.
Metbod

Selection of test words
The experiment is based on the notion of recognition point. This, as explained earlier, is the point in the word at which, going from left to right, enough information exists to distinguish the word uniquely from all other words in the lexicon. Of course, logically it is equally well possible to define a recognition point on a right-to-left basis. In the same way as the left-to-right recognition point can be established from a dictionary which is alphabetically organized in the normal left-to-right way, the right-to-left recognition point can be estab· lished from a retrograde dictionary. If, by accident, fora given word the left-to-right and the right·to·left recognition points coincide, one can divide this word into an initial and a final part which both contain precise1y enough information to distinguish the word from all other words in the lexicon. An example is the Dutch word surrogaat (/su:ro: 'J.'a:t/). lf we divide a well pronounced token of this word into two parts, making the cut in the middle of the /o:/, we obtain a word fragment which is heard as /su:ro:/ and a fragment heard as /o:I'a:t/. Surrogaat is the only Dutch word beginning with /scr:ro:/ and also the on1y one en ding with /o: J.'a:t/. Inspeetion of a normal Dutch dictionary (K.ruyskamp, 1961) and its retrograde version (Nieuwborg, 1978) , gave Courteen words in which the two recognition points coincide in the middle of a long vowel (Table I ). The latter restrietion was necessary in order to make the phone containing the recognition point recognizable from both frag· ments. This procedure enabled us to compare the contribution of initial and final parts of words to spoken word perception, when there was no difference in information between the two word fragments. One may note that only two of the words have the lexical stress on the first syllable, against ten with stress on the fmal syllable, and two with stress on the medial syllable. Table I , together with a number of other words having coinciding recognition points within a consonant segment, were spoken by a male speaker of Dutch with a trained voice and accurate pronunciation of Dutch. His realizations were digitally stored on disk with 20kHz sampling frequency and 12 bit PCM coding. Low pass fütering with a cut-off frequency at 9 kHz was applied both at recording and at later playback to avoid alias components. With the help of a computer facility for editing of the speech waveform the digitized words were divided into two word fragments. The cut was made under visual and auditory con trol, in the middle of the segment containing the recognition point, on the assumption that this segment was recognizable from both word fragments. This assumption appeared to be correct when the recognition point fell in a vowel segment. For each word fragment the missing part of the word was replaced by a pure tone of 0.9 kHz and 400 ms duration, in order to signal whether the initia} or the final part was missing. From the stimuli obtained in this way, two stimulus tapes were prepared, organized as follows: the fragments from the words in Table I we re organized in two series of stimuli, each having seven initial and seven final word fragments (Table 11 ). The word fragments in series B were the complementsof those in series A, but in a different order. Tape I contained series A immediately foliowed by series 8, and tape 11 contained series 8 immediately followed by series A. Thus each tape contained 28 stimuli of which the first fourteen (henceforth referred to as the "first presentation") found their complements in the second fourteen (henceforth referred to as the "second presentation"), in a different order. Likewise, the first fourteen stimuli of one tape found their complements in the first fourteen stimuli of the other tape, in a different order. This stimulus sequence on each tape was preeerled by eight other word fragments, four initia} and four fmal, having the cuts in a consonant segment. 'fl:lese fragments were identical for the two tapes. Their sole purpose was to let the subjects get used to the experimental procedure and their task.
Subjects
The subjects were 60 Dutch speaking university students, most of them from the physics and electronics departments. They were paid for their services. All subjects were tested for hearing defects, and any one ha ving a hearing loss of more than I 0 dB in one or both ears somewhere below 8 kHz was replaced. All subjects were ignorant as to the purpose of the experiment. Thirty subjects listened to tape I, 30 other subjects to tape 11. Procedure Each subject was tt!sted individually in a second-treated booth (IAC 400 A). Stimuli were played to him binaurally through head pbones (Sennheiser HD424) from a tape recorder (Revox A77). The subject was instrucled to make a complete Dutch word from the fragment heard and to respond as quickly as possible by pronouncing this word. If the subject failed to find a fitting word he was to reprodu«e the stimulus he had heard as accurately as possible. In the learning phase, using the first eight word fragments, he was familiarized with the structure of the stimuli and of the task, if necessary with feedback from the experimenter. After this learning phase the experimenter had no further contact with the subject until the end of the session. The tape recorder stopped automatically after each stimulus and was started by the experimenter only after the subject had given a response (which was either a correct or incorrect reconstruction of the intended word, or a correct or incorrect reproduetion of the stimulus as a nonsense word).
Each stimulus was not only played to the subject but also to a second tape recorder to be recorded on one track of a magnetic tape. The subjeet's response was recorded on the other track. This tape was used for later transcription of the responses and for measuring the response latencies. All responses were transcribed by the present author in a broad phonetic transcription. For each response the response latency defined as the time interval between the end of the stimulus word fragment and the onset of the response was measured by hand from a high quality oscillogram.
Results
First presentation: distribution of responses
Responses to the first fourteen stimuli of each tape bear on the main issue of this paper, the relative contribution of initia] vs final parts of spoken words to word retrieval. They were classified as:
(1) correct responses, i.e. all cases in which a subject came up with the intended word ( or, rarely, an inflectional or derivational forrn of this word);
(2) correctly heard but not retrieved: a stimulus was judged to be correctly heard when the subject, failing to find a fitting word, correctly reproduced the stimulus as a nonsense word, or when he came up with a fitting wordor word combination other than the intended word (if a word, this was of necessity a word not in the dictionary. Some of the responses in this category were defmitely non-existing words made up by the subjects); (3) incorrectly heard: this category contained all non-fitting responses, either real words or nonsense words.
The distribution of responses over these three categones is graphically represented in Fig. 1 . Although there is a difference in the probability that the stimulus is incorrectly heard between initial (0.14) and fmal (0.22) fragments, this difference is not enough to explain the difference in probability of correct retrieval between initial and final fragments, which is 0.77 and 0.48, respectively. Excluding the incorrectly heard cases, one can determine the probability of correct recogniton given that the stimulus is heard correctly. This probability is 0.89 for initia] and 0.61 for fmal fragments (see Fig. 2 ). Calculating these fractions per word shows that in only two of the fourteen data pairs does the fmal fragment give a higher fraction correct than the initial fragment. The exceptions concerned the words kiosk and passagier (for an explanation see below). This difference between initialand fmal fragmentsis significant on the sign test (p < 0.005).
Inspeetion of the incorrect responses shows that there are four words for which the test did not work out as intended.
The initial part of kiosk (/ki'j:l/) was heard correctly by only four out of 30 listeners. In Fractions of correctly retrieved, correctly heard but not retrieved, and incorrectly heard, in retrieving words from initial or fmal fragments of fourteen spoken words. Thirty listeners responded to seven initial and seven fmal fragments, 30 others to the complements of these fragments. The data are combined over all 60 listeners. the overwhelming majority of cases the initia! sound was heard as /t/ or /d/ (interestingly, when listening to the complete spoken word, one is never aware that the initial sound could be anything else than /k/).
The word esculaap (English: aesculapius) was unknown to 36 of the 60 subjects.
In the initial fragment of passagier (English: passenger), /pasa:/ the absence of a lexical stress on the second syllable was not noticed by ten listenërs. For them the fragment did not uniquely determine the intended word.
The final part of reünie (English: reunion), /ü'ni/ was recognized as the Dutch word unie, /'üni/, or a compound wordending in unie by 18 subjects, whereas four others took /ü'ni/ to be the initia! fragment of a word, overlooking the temporal position of the pure tone which replaced the missing part of the word.
After removal of these four words from the data set the fractions of correct recognition of the number of cases that the stimulus was heard correctly were 0.95 for initia! fragments (standard deviation 0.02) and 0.60 for final fragments (standard deviation 0.2). For all ten words the fraction correct was greater for initia! than for fmal fragments. A typical exarnple of these results is provided by the word surrogaat (English: substitute ). lts initia! fragment was correctly heard by 29 out of 30 listeners and correctly recognized by 28 listeners. lts fmal fragment was correctly heard by all 30 listeners and correctly recognized by only fifteen listeners.
Lexical retrieval from spoken word fragments appears to be easier from initial than from fmal fragments wh'en both contain nominally the same information and each uniquely specifies the intended word. The special role of the word onset is exemplified by the above mentioned case of the final fragment of reünie, /u'ni/. Because a number of Dutch words start with this sequence of phones, the subjects spontaneously misheard or neglected the position of the pure tone and took the stimulus for a word beginning. Something very similar happened with the final part of unaniem (English: unanimous) /a:'nim/. Fifteen of 30 subjects responded erroneously with anoniem {English: anonymous), /a:no:'nim/, two of whom corrected themselves (without producing the correct word). One subject responded with animo {English: zest ), /'a:nimo/. In so doing these subjects revealed that lexical access is easiest from the beginning of a word.
Fint presentation: response latencies
If the Cohort Model were correct, subjects would recognize a word as soon as they had processed the acoustic information up to and including the recognition point. Therefore one would expect that the response latencies for correct recognitions from initial word fragments would be in the order of magnitude of ordinary reaction times, say a few hundreds of milliseconds at the most. Reeall that the subjects were instructed to react as quickly as possible. In fact, response latencies were generally much Jonger, ranging from 250 ms to 9s, with a mean of I 065 ms and a median of 874 ms. Often the subjects were searching their mind for quite a while before they came up with the correct response.
The response latencies also show that retrieval is easier from the initial fragments than from the final fragments, the latter ranging from 385 ms to 11 s, with a mean of 1774 and a median of 1116 ms. Forty-eight of the 60 subjects had, averagedover the correct responses, shorter latencies for the initial than forthefmal ones {Sign Test,p < 0.002).
Second presentation: distribution of responses
When a subject early in the experimental session is presented with the stimulus /su:ro:/ {initial fragment of surrogaat) he is later on presenled with /o:'xa:t/ {final fragment of surrogaat). The second instanee is called bere the "second presentation". Of course if the first presentation was /o:'Y.a:t/, the second presentation was /su:ro:/. Let us first see what happens when the first presentatiQn evoked a correct response. In that case one may expect that retrieval of the same word {but from a different stimulus) is considerably facilitated. This is confirmed by the data. Figure 2 gives the fractions correct of the number of cases in which the stimulus was correctly heard for initial and fmal fragments separately, in both the first and the second presentation. The percentage correct increases from first to second presentation for both initial and fmal fragments. In both cases the increase is significant on a Sign Test (p < 0.003). In the second presentation there is still a significant difference between initial (0.99) and final {0.92) fragments {p < 0.01).
When the subject bas failed to retrieve the word surrogaat from /su:ro:/ in the first presentation, he should not, according to Morton's Logogen Model, have more chance to retrieve this word from /o:'xa:t/ in the second presentation than he would have had if he had encountered /o:'xa:t/ in the first presentation. Figure 3 gives the fractions of correct retrievals of the number of cases the stimulus was, under this condition, heard correctly for both initial and final fragments separately in the first and the second presentation. There are no significant differences between first and second presentation for either initial or final fragments. It is interesting, though, that in a number of cases, the subjects suddenly, on finding a fitting word in the second presentation, realized that the corresponding frag· ment in the first presentation, which was not recognized, belonged to the same word, and said so aloud. This shows that the unrecognized stimulus information was still available to them after several minutes and a number of unrelated stimuli and responses. But although 
0~------------------------~ F"trst presenlotion
Fractions of coneet responses of total number oonectly heard in retrieving foutteen words from initialor fma.l word fragments. "First presentation" means that for each fragment the oomplementary fragment has not yet been presented; "seoond presentation" means that the oomplementary fragment bas been presenled and was oonectly retrieved. 
0~------------------------~ First presenlotion
Fractions of coneet responses of total number oorrectly beard in retrieving foutteen words from initial or t1nai fragments. "First presentation" means that for eacb fragment the oomplementary fragment bas not yet been presented; "seoond presentation" means that the oomplementary fragment has been presented and was not oorrectly retrieved.
it was avaüable, it did not increase the probabllity of retrieving the word from the complementary fragment. It could only be integrated with lts complement after the word had been recognized.
Second presentation: response latendes
We wUI first compare the response lateneles of correct responses in the first presentation with those in the second under the condition that the complementary word fragment in the Figure4   Fipue5 Lexica/ retrieval from spoken words
Mean response latencies of the correct responses in Fig. 2 . No significant difference is found for the initial fragments. These latencies range from 230 to 6815 ms, with a mean of 1043 ros and a median of 788 ms. Apparently, retrieving a word from a non-redundant stimulus remains a difficult task, also when this word has been retrieved shortly before. When the complementary fragments in the first presentation have not evoked correct responses, response latencies in the second presentation do not differ significantly from those in the first for either initia} or rmal fragments (Fig. 5) . This confirms the pattem found for fractions correct (cf. Fig. 3} .
Discussion
What have we found? First of all that initial fragments of spoken words are considerably more effective as cues to word retrieval than rmal fragments. This difference shows itself in both the probability correct and in response latencies. It cannot be attributed toa difference in the probability that the word fragment is heard correctly, and seems to be a genuine effect oflexical coding and/or lexica! retrieval.
Secondly, we have seen that the absence of the initia! parts of spoken words, although decreasing the probability of correct retrieval and increasing search times, does not preclude successful retrieval.
Thirdly, word retrieval from non-redundant word fragments, initia! or final, is often only accomplished by a time consuming search, and in this respect does not resembie normal, fast recognition.
Fourthly, once a word has been retrieved from a fragmentary stimulus, the probability that it wiJl be retrieved from this stimulus' complement, presented somewhat later, increases considerably. At this second time that a word is retrieved the response latency is generally still rather long. The difference in latendes between initial and final fragments disappears in this condition.
Finally, when a word fragment does not evoke a correct response, the probability that its complement will do so somewhat later remains unaffected. The same is true for the corresponding response latencies.
These are the main findings in the present experiment. Let us now see how they may be brought into contact with some current notions on word recognition, and with the observations from earlier experiments presented in the introduction. Before we do this, however, it should be acknowledged that the subjects in our experiment were doing something else than the normal fast recognition of words. The long and variabie latendes may either mean that the subjects, although doing essentially the same as in normal recognition of words, were slowed down in doing so by the non-redundant nature of the stimuli, or were following an entirely different strategy. At this point we have no way of telling, so we cannot be eertaio that these data bear on models of word recognition that deal exclusively with the normal fast recognition of words. On the other hand, word recognition from fragmentary information is not limited to laboratory situations. In everyday life it is only too frequent that parts of words are completely masked by extraneous noises. It seems reasonable to expect from models of word recognition that they can deal with such situations, and conversely, the present data may give some indication of how a model of word recognition could be organized.
A first issue, then, is the organization of lexica! coding and lexica! access from · acoustic stimuli. Two aspectsof our data have to be accounted for. One is that word retrieval from final fragments, in the absence of any in formation on the acoustic word onset, is possible. The other is that word retrieval is more difficult from final than from initia! fragments. From our description of Marslen-Wilson's Cohort Model, given in the Introduction, it may be clear that this model cannot deal withword retrieval from fmal fragments, because of the essential role assigned to acoustic word onsets in activating word recognition elements. Although this does not necessarily mean that the Cohort Model is wrong as a description of what happens in normal fast word recognition, it is clear that we need a more general theory of lexica! coding and lexical access to explain the present data. A Lexica! Network Theory ofthe kind proposed by Klatt (1979) may be made to cope with fragmentary stimuli. lt seems to us, however, that both the lexica! network and the monitoring mechanisms would soon become very complex if lexica! items cannot be defined as pa tbs through the network with ftxed nodes for beginnings and endings. A more elegant and fundamental solution to the problem of accessing words from incomplete stimuli is provided by Marcus (1980) , who has taken a clue from Wickelgren's (l969)ideas on second-order context~nsitive coding of speech.
In Marcus' computer simulation of the word recognition process (ERIS) lexica! items are represented in a first order non-sequentia! or context-sensitive code. [E#] . The symbols may stand for acoustic templates or phonemes or other units, that is irrelevant to the present argument (in Marcus' ERIS acoustic templates are employed). Each first-order combination bas for each particwar word recognition element (or "demon") a weighting derived from the number of times this combination was found to be present in acoustic tokens of the word in the training phase. This weighting determines how much the combination contributes (positively or negatively) to the excitation of the word recognition element. It is clear that such a system without any extra complexities can deal with fragmentary stimuli, as long as the remaining stimulus information is enough to distinguish the word uniquely from all other words in the lexicon (or all words not excluded by context information). In addition ERIS bas a feature which makes it sensitive to order information without introducing order information explicitly in the lexica! coding: the weighting of first-order combinations is made dependent on the excitation level of the word recognition element in such a way that a particular recognition element is most sensitive to combinations corresponding to the early part of the word when the excitation level is low, and least sensitive when the excitation level is high. Conversely, a word recognition element will become more and more sensitive to late combinations when its excitation level rises. This feature of ERIS was originally designed to reintroduce, in an indirect way, some measure of stimulus time. As it tums out, it prediets the main effect found in the present experiment, the superiority of initia! over final fragments, rather neatly.
If we assume that our subjects access words in a fashion similar to ERIS, then it follows that immediately before hearing a particular word fragment the excitation level of the corresponding recognition element is low. When the fragment is an initial one that is fine, because the recognition element is most sensitive to early information precisely when the excitation level is low. When the word fragment is a final one, recognition will be hampered (although not necessarily made impossible), because when the excitation level is low the recognition element is least sensitive to late information. In this way the general structure of our data is predicted by ERIS.
A second issue is the use of positive and negative information in word recognition. In this respect current models of word recognition differ. Morton's Logogen Model (1969) allows for the use of positive information only: each logogen counts the stimulus features which belong to its intemal specificatien and neglects others. The Cohort Model, as described by Marslen-Wilson & Welsh ( 1978) , employs positive information on the word onset only to activate word candidates. Each activated candidate, however, monitors exclusively for negative information: as soon as a mismatch is detected between stimulus and internat specificatien the candidate removes itself from the cohort. Marcus's {1980) ERIS system employs positive and negative information throughout word processing, the one increasing and the other decreasing the excitation level of a particular demon.
From the use of negative information only, after initia! activation, in the Cohort Model, one prediets that a word is immediately recognized as soon as enough information bas reached the listener to distinguish the word uniquely from all other words in the lexicon. Our data show that this is not necessarily the case. Although in this experiment the listeners must have drawn heavily on negative information, in a kind of eliminatien procedure, in order to reach nearly 100% correct retrievals for the non-redundant initia! fragments, replacing the redundant information following Marslen-Wilson's recognition point by a pure tone sametimes precludes recognition, and makes retrieval somewhat similar to solving a crossword puzzle. This means that the acoustic information up to and includ.ing the recognition point is in itself not enough for normal fast recognition, or, alternatively, that it would have been enough, were it nat that the replacing tone functioned as negative information for the correct word, mistakenly removing this last member of the cohort and necessitating a time consuming search for the lost candidate. Apparently the fmal part of a word, although redundant in some technical sense, is nat at all superfluous. Note that this redundant part of the spoken word in the normal case does not contain negative in formation in terms of the Cohort Model, that is, it does nat provide cues for incorrect word candidates to remave themselves from. the cohort, simply because, if the Cohort Model were correct, there would be no incorrect word candidates left. This suggests that the use of positive information is not restricted to word onsets.
That listeners do nat make themselves completely dependent on negative information after initial activation of a set of word candidates is only reasonable, because generally the speech signal is nat error-free. Therefore listeners cannot really be confident that the signa! will guide them in rejecting and accepting word candidates in the rigarous way assumed by the Cohort Model. Even in the high-quality speech used in our experiment we have at least one very clear example, provided by the stimulus /ki'j::~/ being reproduced as /ti'j::~/ or /di'j::~/ or even /pi'j::~/ by 18 out of 30 listeners. Nevertheless, when the non-segmented word farms were played to a number of colleagues for checking the pronunciation, na one realized that the first sound could be heard as anything else than /k/. Apparently, the word onset of kiosk was acoustically not specified very precisely, containing neither much positive nor much negative information other than that the word began in a stop-like manner. The acoustic information in the final part of the word was necessary to remave the resulting uncertainty. The situation is similar to what happens in "phonemic restoration" of word initial consonants, where replacing the initial consonant by noise gives rise to the auditory illusion of hearing that consonant, whlle the noise seems perceptually dissociated from the speech (Warren & Sherman, 1974) . The lack of positive information on the word onset does not hamper word recognition, but it gives more weight to word endings than would have been necessary if speech were an error-free signal.
But even if a word can be uniquely distinguished from all other words in the lexicon befare its acoustic offset reaches the listener, the remaioder of the word is most likely not superfluous, and may be used as positive information speeding up the recognition process. This is a reasanabie assumption, given the common finding that reaction times in a discrimination task are long for simllar and short for dissimilar stimuli. This brings us to a third issue which has to be discussed, the decision process in a word retrieval task. Neither MarslenWilson's Cohort Model nor Marcus's ERIS system are very explicit about this component of word recognition, whereas Morton's Logogen Model assumes that a decision is reached in an all-or-none fashion as soon as the excitation level of a logogen exceeds a threshold. The data of the present experiment may be interpreted as suggesting that the decision process is more complex than this. To illustrate what we have in mind we may best go back to the data obtained in the so-called second presentation, that is the situation that a subject is presented with a word fragment when he has already heard the complementary fragment. When he had nat recognized this complementary fragment the probability of correct retrieval and the response latency are the same as if he had not heard the complementary fragment at all. This is in accordance with Morton's (1969) claim that the excitation level of a logogen immediately after unsuccessful stimulation falls back to normal. When the complernentary fragment in the first presentation did elicit correct retrieval, the probability that the same word will be retrieved from the other part of the word in the second presentation increases considerably. This was expected, and is also in accordance with the Logogen Model: aftera logogen has made a response available, its excitation level only slowly decreases. Somewhat unexpected was that under these conditions response latencies, at least for initial fragments, are not different from those in the first presentation, but rather remain long and variabie (although the large and significant differences between response latendes for initial and fmal fragments, found in the first presentation, vanish). Thus, in this case response latencies do not correlate with the probability of correct retrieval. We had expected that, when a word is retrieved for the second time within a time span of a few minutes, this would go markedly faster than for the first time. Let us assume that the response latency is a function of the confidence the subject has in the correctness of his response. What we see, then, is that the retrieval of a word from one word fragment tums this word into a very probable target for the complementary fragment, but the subjeet's confidence in the correctness of this target re rnains low, as if the confidence does not depend on the excitation level before stimulation but rather on the amount of stimulus inforrnation. This interpretation is inspired by and agrees with one of the results reported by Grosjean (1980) . Grosjean presented his listeners with fragments of words, starting with the word onset and then increasing the size of the fragment in steps of 30 ms until the full word was presented. He did not measure response latencies, but did measure confidence ratings. The subjects' confidence in their responses increased considerably from the first fragment at which they responded with the correct word (the expertmental recognition point) to the final presentation, giving the complete spoken word, both for words in isolation and for words in context. Particularly relevant to the present discussion is that Grosjean found that, although context inforrnation shifts the expertmental recognition point towards the beginning of the word, the confidence ratings remained low until more stimulus inforrnation had become available. Both his and the present data support his suggestion that current models of word recognition pay too little attention to the monitoring component of word recognition. The final decision that a word has been recognized is not a simpte function of the excitation level derived from stimulus plus context. Even when a word is uniquely distinguished from aU other words in the lexicon, the decision may be postponed until it is firmly supported by (redundant) stimulus information. Normal fast recognition, unlike word finding in a crossword puzzle-like manner, occurs only in the presence of redundant inforrnation firmly supporting the word candidate singled out earlier in the recognition process. When this redundant stimulus information is withheld from the listeners, as in the present and in Grosjean's experiment, the response will become available only hesitantly.
A final issue for discussion is the relation between left-to-right (earlier-to-later) effects in word processing and the distribution ofinformation over word forms.
The distribution of information over word forms may be thought of as having two components. One is that the middle of a word contains less information (can be more easily guessed) than the beginning and end of a word; the other is that the end of a word contains less information than the beginning of a word. These two components can be explained in different ways. That the rniddle of a word is more easily guessed than the beginning and ending naturally results from the possibility of using both left-to"'ight and right-to-left context in reconstructing destroyed information in word-medial position, whereas in reconstructing inforrnation in word-terminal positions context can be used in only one direction. The resulting U-shaped distribution of information has been demonstraled for letter strings randomly taken from English texts by Milier & Friedman (1957) , and the evidence on auditory word recognition (Bagley, 1900) , visual word . recognition (Bruner & O'Dowd, 1958; Horowitz et al., 1968) , and tip of the tongue data (Brown & McNeill, 1966; Browman, 1978) , mentioned in the introduetion of the present paper, apparently reflects a consistent U-shaped component in the distribution of information over word forms: one may reeall that in all these investigations media! segments were found to be less informative, or less important than terminal segments. This inferiority of media! over terminal information is particularly to be expected for visual words, because in the recognition of visual words, right-to-left context can be as easily employed as left-to-right context.
The other component of the distribution of information over word forms, the superiority of word beginnings over word endings, can be most easily explained from the temporal nature of speech. If we conceive of word recognition as a real time process, using the acoustic information as it comes in, the word beginning is least predictable, and predictability will increase towards the end of the word. Therefore left·to-right context can be much more easily used than right-to-left context, and, of course, this asymmetry in the use of context information, favours the beginning of the word as the most informative part.
One may observe that the beginning of the word is the most informative part in the above sense, only because it is the first information available to the listener. One may reeall the example given in the introduction: within a lexicon consisting of word AB and word CD, the word fragments, A, B, C and D carry an equal amount of information. It is only when A and Care perceived before respectively B and D that they become more informative. However, given that thiS is generally so in speech, one may expect that languages will have adjusted to this situation, in the sense that lexica! items will generally carry more infor· mation early in the word than late in the word. In phonological terms one would predict that (1) in the initia! position there will be a greater variety of different phonemes and pboneme combinations than in word fmal position, and (2) word initia} phonemes will suffer less than word final phonemes from assimilation and coarticulation rules. Although it does not seem difficult to mention some languages, for instanee English and Dutch, for which these predictions on first reflection seem to be confirmed, it would take us too far from the intentions of the present paper to go over the typological data necessary to say anything about the possible generality of these phenornena. Suffice it to say that 1t would be surprising if the kind of constraints on word processing for which we have been presenting evidence would nothave affected the intemal structure oflexical items.
Conclusions
From the present experiment we may conetude thatword retrieval from fragmentary information is possible and that word retrieval is easier from initia! than from final fragments. The present data cannot be explained by Cohort Model of word recognition, set up for the normal fast recognition of error·free spoken words. A model of lexica! access based on tirst-order context-sensitive coding of speech, and weighting sensory information according to its potential position in the word being accessed can elegantly account for these fmdings. Such a model is exemplified in the ERIS system described by Marcus (1980) . The present data also support the idea that both negative information and positive information are used throughout word processing. This is also a feature of the ERIS system.
The data support Morton's (1969) claims that the excitation level of a logogen immed· iately after unsuccessful stimulation falls back to normal, but remains high for some time after successful stimulation. However, another basic idea of Morton's, namely that the decision processin a word recognition task can be modelled by an excitation level exceeding a threshold in an all-or-none fashion, is found to be too simpte. Grosjean's (1980) suggestion that current models of word recognition give too little attention to the monitoring component of word recognition is supported.
Finally, the insights gained into the process of lexical access from acoustic signals can be used to explain the fact that insome languages, for instanee English and Dutch, word beginnin~ are less redundant in their phonological structure than word endin~, and are less likely to be mutilated by assimilation and coarticulation. The prediction is made that these properties of the phonological structure of lexical items are widespread among the languages of the world.
The· stimuli, stimulus tapes, and experimental set-up for the present experiment were prepared by Gert Doodeman. Ellen Truin assisted in running the experiment and processing the data. Steve Marcus and Louis Goldstein gave valuable suggestions for the design of the experiment and the writing of this paper.
